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MY INNER CIRCLE 
Powerful riffing guitars combined with a symphonic piano, melodic bass sounds, energetic drums 

and a voice which reminds on Progressive Metal – this is My Inner Circle! Founded in year 2016, the 

melodic metal band started entering the stages. With different inspirations and musical backgrounds, 

the musicians focus to work on refreshing arrangements and sounds - energized and influenced by 

symphonic metal, metalcore and power metal. Soon, My Inner Circle built up their local fanbase and 

in 2017, the band got the chance to join the heavy metal bands "Awakening Sun" and "Defecto" on 

stage. In 2018 My Inner Circle started to work for their debut album. During this time the band was 

on their “See us soon” promotion tour, too. With the release show of their album "Echo Of Hearts" in 

spring 2019, together with "Luzid" and "Visionatica" at Lindenpark Potsdam, My Inner Circle 

started into a new era - with professional sound and (inter-)national shows during the "Echoes Of 

Hearts" Tour 2019. In 2020 My Inner Circle started to work on new material. Besides they also had 

a headliner show for the "Fight The End" concert which was organized to support the event- and 

music industry in times of the Corona pandemic.  

The live stream of this show as well as a documentation about the event is available on Youtube. 

Now, in year 2023, My Inner Circle is completely involved in their upcoming releases in winter/spring 

2023. Stay tuned - things are moving on! 
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